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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Ultimate Guide to Blogging!  Whether you’re new to the game or a 

more experienced content connoisseur, this guide will give you the practical advice you 

need to help manage your blogging efforts throughout each stage of its lifecycle. From 

creating your blog – to gathering stellar content – to leveraging and distributing your 

posts for maximum impact, we’ve got the tips, case studies and tools you need to build 

and maintain a successful blog that benefits you and your business.  Plus, we’ve added in 

some industry insights to help you better understand the role blogging plays in your overall 

content marketing strategy, and how other businesses are investing in, and practicing, this 

critical content activity.

Enjoy!

Joe Pulizzi
Founder
Content Marketing Institute
@juntajoe

*Disclaimer: While some content in this guide describes how B2B marketers can benefit from 

blogging, we’ve also included B2C insights and believe that many of the tactics covered here can 

be applied across both.

http://contentmarketinginstitute.com
https://twitter.com/#!/juntajoe
https://www.facebook.com/ContentMarketingInstitute/app_214075708668108
https://twitter.com/#!/Junta42
http://www.linkedin.com/company/2416452?trk=NUS_CMPY_TWIT
https://plus.google.com/106652786299834737577/posts
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SECTION 1

BLOGGING 101
Before we take a deep dive into the exciting world of blogging, let’s take a step back and discuss some fundamentals.

What is a ‘Blog’?  Shorthand for “Weblog,” a blog offers an easy way to present brief chunks of frequently refreshed Web content. Backed with easy-to-use 
technologies for syndication (e.g., RSS), comments and trackbacks, blogs are often the blazing centers of social media solar systems that can incorporate 
sophisticated SEO strategies and community-building campaigns.

Even in the age of social media, CMI contributor Heidi Cohen argues that blogs are still a vital content marketing activity, now more than ever:

“Blogs no longer get the same buzz as their newer social media cousins, Facebook and Twitter. That said, blogs are at the heart of social media, 
especially if you’re involved in content marketing…because blogs supply the content that drives social media conversations.”  (Heidi Cohen)

Now, blogging isn’t for everyone. To know if it’s right for you, here are some high-level “Hot or Not” guidelines:

A HOT TOOL FOR... NOT-SO-HOT FOR...

efforts. (For those of you in the “Not so Hot” column, we may recommend trying out some of the many other content marketing tactics outlined in the 
Content Marketing Playbook). 

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/08/content-marketing-playbook/
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BLOGGING STATS, FACTS & INSIGHTS 
(AND WHAT THEY MEAN TO YOU)

Regardless of how much, or little, your company invests in 
blogging, it’s important to see how your activities compare 
with other companies. Here’s a snapshot of the current 
“state of the industry” for blogging from 2012 (based 

B2B Content Marketing 2012 
Benchmarks, Budgets and Trends Report).

Fact 1: Blogging is on the Rise – For Almost Everyone: 
Blogging has been a steadily increasing practice for most 
companies over the past few years, regardless of size, 
specialty and location. 2011 was no exception, as B2B 
marketers increased their use of blogs by 27%, making 
blogs the 3rd most common Content Marketing activity 
(behind articles and social media). 

What this means to you: 
If you’re not blogging already, and you have the capabilities 
to do so, you should seriously consider it – because your 
competitors probably are, too.

B2B Content Marketing Usage (by Tactic)
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http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/12/2012-b2b-content-marketing-research/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/12/2012-b2b-content-marketing-research/
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Fact 2: Company Size Matters: 68% of companies with 10 – 99 employees maintain a blog, with only 55% of the largest companies employing 

need of more expensive or time- consuming investments like customer communities or white papers. 

What this means to you:
If you have a lean department with even leaner budgets, you may want to consider using your blog as the core pillar of your online marketing strategy. 

Fact 3: Companies are Getting More and More Confident in Their Blogging Capabilities: While in-person events and webinars are still perceived 
to be the most effective content marketing tactics, on average, blogging experienced a 45% increase in how effective marketers felt the practice was. 
 
What this means to you: 
If you haven’t started blogging and feel overwhelmed by the thought of it, don’t fret. It gets easier, and in a relatively short period of time you will also 
likely feel that it’s becoming more effective. Practice makes perfect, right?

What does all this research mean? It means that the case is there for you to begin or enhance your blogging activities, because most other companies 
in the marketplace are doing so in increasing numbers. Why? Because as we’ve touched on in the statistics above, blogs are extremely powerful, low-

“12 Reasons to Put Blogs at the Center 
of Your Content Marketing”: 

Blogs are so popular because they are the optimal choice 
for your content marketing hub – acting as content 
chameleons that combine the strength of social media with 
old-fashioned print-publishing functionality. The reality is 
that in today’s content-driven world, while you may view 
yourself as a marketer, you’re really a publisher.  You must 
provide relevant content for your prospects, customers and 
the public who – according to Ipsos’ research – spend over 
10 hours a day consuming media.  

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/02/blogs-for-content-marketing/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/02/blogs-for-content-marketing/
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To break it all down, here are the top 12 reasons why your company should invest in blogging, or take your current blogging activities to the next level. 
Oftentimes these reasons are also used as the starting point for convincing your executives to make an investment in blogging:

1.  Blogs are an easy-to-use CMS (aka content management system). 

2.  Blogs are part of a company’s owned media. 

 of a website.

3.  Blogs provide branded context for your content.

4.  Blogs integrate your brand into your content marketing. Beyond the blog’s branded context, blogs create a blog personality with a unique 
 voice. They offer communications transparency and the opportunity to write in a conversational tone that makes your brand feel “human”. Just be 
 sure to avoid content that is clearly self-promotional, and ensure your blog personality is integrated with your brand personality across other social 
 media platforms.

5.  Blogs enhance search optimization. Through their keyword-rich content, architecture and cross-linking to other content on the Web, blogs   
 support search optimization efforts. (Note: This assumes you’re using your own domain not a free third party blogging platform.)

6.  Blogs are a 24/7 communication platform. With increased need for real-time communications, blogs are a great place to quickly publish 
 favorable content about your brand or respond to evolving issues. Plug-in software can automate your editorial calendar.

7.  Blogs support an array of media formats. For distributing branded content, blogs simplify the uploading and management of text, 
 photographs, graphics, videos, audio, presentations and PDFs. When creating offline content and events, consider what kind of online content can 
 go on your blog.

8.  Blogs facilitate content distribution through multiple channels. Blogs can expand your message delivery through email and RSS feeds 
 at no additional cost. Blog posts can also be automatically collected into email digests.
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9.  Blogs supply content for social media interactions. Blog content is currency for social media engagement on social sharing sites such as 
 Twitter and Facebook. Make sure to include icons and tailored calls-to-action. (Remember, these shares translate to earned media impressions 
 (aka free.)

10.  Blogs provide a targeted location to direct prospects and customers.
  and the public to your blog from other forms of content marketing. This gives you a way to connect the various components across platforms.

11.  Blogs are flexible enough to support diverse initiatives. Blogs can help companies achieve a variety of corporate goals, such as providing 
 product-related content, answering customer questions, attracting new prospects and hosting an executive platform.

12.  Blogs provide metrics that you can use to track content marketing to business goals.
 monitor your progress. There are a variety of metrics to assess your blog’s effectiveness, which we will cover in more detail in this guide.

To sum up, putting a blog at the center of your content 
marketing strategy is a sound idea. It provides a branded 
environment that’s optimal for your content and aligned 
with your corporate goals. Even better is the flexibility that 
blogs provide and their ability to be integrated into your 
social media strategy. 
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CALCULATING THE COSTS OF 
HAVING QUALITY CONTENT ON YOUR BLOG
Calculating the cost of your blog is a challenging task as it’s very dependent on the types of platforms you use or resources you employ (for example, many 
standard Wordpress themes are free while other complex content management systems may be very expensive). These costs can vary greatly from company 
to company depending on your needs, location, or size, so rather than getting too granular, let’s start with the basics: The content creation. Here’s an overview 
of how and why you should consider making room in your budget for high quality content creation for your blog (originally posted by Joe Pulizzi in “How 
Much Should Brands Pay for Content Marketing?”)

When most marketing professionals budget for content, whether it be for web content, blogs, editorial for print magazines or eNewsletters, they go by what 
“feels” right. Marketers inherently judge content pricing based on what they’ve paid for PR or other creative, or even the value of their own time. Content 
and copy are always subjective and there are always multiple steps.  But the starting point is the Content Goal. If your goal is to create high-quality, thought 
leadership-driving content, then you may want to consider shying away from “cheaper” tactics, which may often include re-writes, content curation or lower-
quality writing. Though the price tag may be lower, using this model is dicey at best.  Why? 

You have a unique voice and your content needs to portray that. Getting writers to understand your voice takes time and expertise.

You have a marketing plan that has specific goals that need to be addressed. That means the content created has to speak directly to 
 those goals.  This takes time and expertise.

Your content needs to original, engaging, valuable and compelling. Developing this kind of content takes time and expertise. 

Having a more experienced, high-quality content contributor allows you to write content that meets these important objectives, helping you lead the 

“Calculating Your Blogging ROI in 9 Steps” 
which contains detailed formulas for determining your blogging costs and revenue, and how to determine what your ROI could be (you may want to grab a 
calculator, pencil and paper if you go down that road…)

Now that we’ve covered the basics, let’s discuss the fundamentals of your blog and how to establish what kind of content 
you’ll need to make it successful.

http://blog.junta42.com/2010/07/content-cost/
http://blog.junta42.com/2010/07/content-cost/
http://www.convinceandconvert.com/social-media-roi/calculate-your-blogging-roi-in-9-steps/
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GETTING STARTED: HOW TO BUILD YOUR BLOG 
AND ITS CONTENT STRATEGY
Whether you’re considering starting a company blog, or want to revamp the one you already have, there are 11 standard elements and practices each 
company should implement from the very start (with highlights from Heidi Cohen’s article “Must-Haves for Company Blogs.”)

Determine Your Blog’s Business Objectives
Before you jump in and get someone in your web department to develop your blog site, take some time to think through the major strategic elements. This is 

 Build the brand by providing content to support your offering. This information should engage prospective customers.
 Expand reach by offering prospective buyers solutions to their product needs though a variety of content forms such as checklists and how-to videos.

Support sales 

Position senior executive(s) 
 founders. It requires buy-in and commitment from executives to actively post.

Define Target Readers

just read content (aka lurk)?

3 KEY POINTS TO CONSIDER WHILE BLOGGING
1. Encourage conversations, even “bad” comments can be an opportunity for developing good 
 customer relations.

2. Be a good netizen: Participate on other blogs as well as your own. Develop a Top 15 hit list 
 where you need to be “hanging out.”

3.

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2010/11/company-blog-elements/
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Develop Your Blog’s Voice

writers. For instance, here are some characteristics I suggest bloggers consider:

your writing style, which we’ll cover later in this manual.

Outline Creative Elements
This step ensures you set guidelines around branding (i.e. how will you integrate your brand into your blog presentation?)  Include:

These factors should be in line with your overall branding and brand presentation since you want your blog to reinforce your message on other platforms.

Compile a List of Regular Features and Columns

describe the focus. The aim here is to ensure your content is in line with your business goals and target reader’s needs. Think in terms of creating regular 

elements will become the basis for your editorial calendar (see below). When selecting which features to include, decide on post frequency and how many 
bloggers you will need (or will have) since good content takes time to create.
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Organize Your Blog Team (Hint: It’s NOT Just Marketing!)
Heidi Cohen shares in this blog post how to organize your company internally around your blogging efforts, which we’ve highlighted below. 
When constructing a blog team, many people think only of content creators. The reality is that your team needs to be much broader. Here’s a who’s who of 
the team members you’ll be relying on to make your blog work day-in and day-out.

Role Responsibilities

Senior Management
long as employees have the time and bandwidth to help. Once other priorities pop up, blogging will sink to the bottom 
of their priority list.

Marketer -
grated with your promotional plan to maximize your efforts.

Content Creators The best content creators are subject-matter experts who can and want to convey information related to your offer-
ing and company (although, of course, you want to write about much more than your offering and company). There 
are three major categories that you can tap: internal resources, professional writers and customers.

Note: Internal writers can come from your research, product management, merchandise, customer service, manage-
ment or other functional area. Bear in mind that expertise rather than job level is the critical factor. The key is to find 
people who want to participate in the company blog and who have something interesting to discuss or are willing to 
collect information from appropriate sources. If you’re planning to use professional resources, include sufficient budget 
to get strong content.

Editor To have a strong blog, someone must guide the content direction so that it’s not just a vehicle for pushing marketing 
promotional messages. This can be a member of your marketing, communications, PR or creative team. Or you may 
choose to use an outside resource.

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2010/12/blog-team/
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Role Responsibilities

Copy Editor Don’t overlook the importance of having an outside editor to correct the language and catch typos, especially if your 
contributors aren’t trained writers. This may be the job of the editor, or you can use someone different (for instance, 

useful for ensuring a consistent voice.

Creative
consistent with your brand. Creative resources can be important if you’re using visual content that needs to be de-

business is highly visual, such as fashion, this may be at the heart of your blog. In this case, you need to consider this 
when planning your photo shots and other marketing to ensure you cost effectively get content.

Technical/Web 
Resource

While most blogging technology is relatively user-friendly, it’s helpful to have a technical or web resource to answer 
any contributor questions, provide assistance for any technical issues and ensure the blog is integrated with your 
other technology.

Analytics Support While you don’t need a full time resource, as with any marketing effort, it’s important to track your results. This work 
can be incorporated into your on-going web analytics. [For those new to content marketing, here are some important 
content metrics to track.]

Human Resources Human resources isn’t on everyone’s list, but it should be.  If participating in your blog isn’t incorporated into blog 
-

dia guidelines in place so participants know what’s acceptable to do.

Budget While not a team member, you must have resources to support your efforts.  Often these resources require a member 
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The blogging administrator develops the overall plan, gets buy-in from the CEO or president of the company, and works with the other employees on meeting 
their goals. In addition to setting goals for the blogging program, the admin selects the right platform, shares your editorial guidelines and processes (see # 7 
below), identifies target keywords, trains employees on blogging best practices and stays educated on the latest SEO trends to ensure there’s a continuous 
process of improvement in place. The blogging administrator is also responsible for marketing the blog through numerous marketing channels and various social 
media sites.

Who should it be? In choosing a blogging administrator, you may 
want to consider keeping the position internal, especially if your 
company does not have a set of target keywords and target 
personas. It may make sense to assign these responsibilities to a 
marketing manager or director until the program has some legs.  
This way, you can ensure that the program will be set up correctly 
from the start. 

Implement Blog Article Writing Guidelines.
On the surface, writing a blog article looks so simple. In fact, that is often the exact point of view 

very little understanding of how to write effectively for a blog. Blog article writing guidelines are 
the answer to this problem. While blog article guidelines will not make a poor writer a good one, 
they will ensure your articles meet your word length requirements, have the right tone and align 

target keywords and personas, it may make sense to use an external resource as your blogging 

Junta42.

ARE YOU A BLOGGING ADMINISTRATOR? 

corporate blogging program. (Note: This requires registration). Their eBook 
includes an introduction to corporate blogging, checklists and quick start 
guides for each person responsible for kicking off a successful blogging 
initiative. The eBook features unique tips from content marketing experts 
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An Important Note on Negative Comment Handling and Crisis Management Procedures

you to get prepared. It is absolutely imperative that you establish a procedure for handling negative comments with professionalism and tact. Be sure the 
appropriate people in your company are involved in the process.

approach should be one that focuses on turning the negative experience into a positive one. Complaining customers aren’t new, nor should the way you 
handle them be (unless your new way is better).

the past, as a company, you were at the mercy of the media. Now with a blog, you have the opportunity to address the public and share the message that is 
important to you, the public, and your stakeholders as frequently as you like and with the immediacy that you may need. That said, if and how you use your 
blog during a crisis is not a decision to be taken lightly. It’s one that should be made in advance so that valuable time during a crisis is not wasted on debating 
the merits of using the blog to communicate. Get a plan in place ahead of time and be prepared to execute on it if the need arises.

Create an Editorial Function

talking, not corporate speak.

Develop Your Editorial Calendar
Coordinate your regular features and columns with your on-
going editorial calendar. The goal is to ensure that your blog is 
synchronized with your marketing, PR initiatives and other corporate 
communications. Where appropriate, incorporate a call-to-action and 
promotion code to your marketing. While not foolproof, this can help 
get some traction with monitoring your results.

EDITORIAL CALENDARS 

“The key point I like to stress about an editorial calendar is that the process 
of creating the calendar is as important, if not more so, than the end result.” 
To learn how to create your own in more detail, check out How to Put 
Together an Editorial Calendar. 

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2010/08/content-marketing-editorial-calendar/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2010/08/content-marketing-editorial-calendar/
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Create a Publication Schedule (from “Five Corporate Blog Must-Haves” by Jeremy Victor) 

to publication. Enter the publication schedule. It is used to plan the pre-publication development process and milestone dates of articles, including writing, 

Give Props Where Props Are Due (from “How to Keep Bloggers Engaged” by Heidi Cohen)
Recognizing your bloggers and making them feel special is extremely important, especially if you want to have a consistent amount of quality, meaningful and 
insightful content to publish.  Here are some ideas to keep your blogging team of experts engaged:

 show your appreciation.

Choosing Your Writing Style
Choosing your writing style is arguably the most important step in creating your blog.  That’s because what will ultimately draw your readers into your blog, 
and keep them, is how compelling your content is and powerful your words are. Here are some ways to establish your blog’s style to help it resonate with 
your readers (with contributions from Heather Rast’s “3 Tips to Help Make Your Blog Content Pop.”)

First and Foremost: Be “You”

a writer can’t be funny, after all. When nurturing a business blog, you can have big, important things to say — and say them well — without coming off stodgy. 
Business blogging success is about tapping into human motivations in a way that’s appropriate for your brand and image. 

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2010/10/five-corporate-blog-must-haves/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2010/12/bloggers-engaged/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/11/help-your-blog-content-pop/
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comments and make timely replies. Orphan comments are kind of like a phone call that was dropped – dissatisfying and potentially frustrating those that take 
the time to comment. Many times there’s gold in the reader comments, so be sure to promote contributors in social media (they’ll appreciate it), and consider 
approaching them to expand on their ideas in a separate guest post.

Company Example: SEOmoz produces a companion blog to its corporate blog: YOUmoz, which 
features posts written by members of the SEOmoz community. The guest posts cover a wide variety 
of search engine optimization tactics, from paid search to social search, technical SEO, and on-page 
optimization. Readers identify with the from-the-trenches perspectives and tactical advice the blog 
provides. SEOmoz also allows posts to be voted on, and it promotes the most popular posts to a feature 
spot on the SEOmoz blog, giving their authors additional recognition.

Express your point of view
Many companies write blogs that are stripped of all their personality and devoid of clear opinion. If yours 
is two miles west into the neutral territory, ask yourself – why would anyone read anything so boring? Just 
like we want friends that stand for something, we want to interact with companies that reflect our values 
and interests.

For Example: Conversation 
Marketing. In his writing, he makes it clear that he feels strongly about black hat SEO, agency puffery, 
and clients who want stuff for free, but somehow his posts don’t polarize. They’re funny and self-

about his business), his posts don’t come off as high-handed in the least.

http://www.seomoz.org/ugc
http://www.conversationmarketing.com/
http://www.conversationmarketing.com/
http://www.seomoz.org/ugc
http://www.conversationmarketing.com/
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TIME TO WRITE! HOW TO CREATE STELLAR 
CONTENT IN EACH AND EVERY POST
Get the Blogging Basics and Best Practices Down
So far in this guide, we’ve discussed what makes a good blog and how to establish your overall writing style. Now let’s cover how to write a powerful blog 

Tracy Gold).

1. Speak to one target audience – the whole time: Figure out who is buying what you’re selling and write a blog post for them.  Now, you may have 
 different audiences you’re trying to reach, so you may need to change who this target audience is from post to post. But be sure each individual blog post 

2. Be short and sweet:

 Make posts easy to skim by cutting content up into sections or lists.
3. Say something interesting and useful: of another.  
 Would what you’re writing change the way your reader thinks about an issue? Spur an idea? Be worth emailing to a coworker? If not, you’ve got work to do.
4. Relax: 
5. Be a show off:

6. Have a compelling title and leading paragraph: Make your readers want to read your post right away.  But don’t promise something with your title and 
 intro that you don’t deliver. (We’ll go over how to create compelling titles in just a bit.)
7. Balance SEO with good content: Especially with titles, you need to strike a balance between catchiness and SEO. Don’t flood readers with keywords, 

8. Include a Call to Action (CTA): Even if it’s just a call to comment or connect on Twitter, blog posts should end with something that moves readers to a 
 next step. Do not, however, ask people to buy something at the end of a post. Hard sells in blog posts will lose your readers’ trust.

Pick Your Post Type: 
Once you have the “meat” of your post down, now you need to make it unique, engaging and easy-to-digest. This is where the “type” of post you write 
matters, because how you organize and communicate your incredible insights can make all the difference with your readers. Here are some of the most 
popular blog post types (we’ll cover a few of these in more detail below).

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/10/10-tips-for-corporate-bloggers/
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Spotlight On: How-To Posts 
(from “3 Tips to Help Make Your Blog Content Pop” by Heather Rast)

are challenging to them and their business. To craft this kind of post, look into whatever it is that causes 
readers to waste valuable time, complicates their decision-making process, or keeps them awake at night. 

practical, how-to manner.

For example: Lowe’s Creative 
Ideas explains how to tackle home improvement and décor projects to people who are interested in 

down the steps to achieve them.

Spotlight On: Lists 
(From Nate Riggs’ “Mastering 3 Styles of Blog Lists for More Effective Content Marketing”). 
Organizing your blog posts into lists allows for easier audience consumption. To make sure your points get across to your readers in the most organized, 
optimal ways, consider writing them as a list. Here are the 3 most common, and effective, types of lists: 

1.  Brief lists: These are bullets that are typically brief statements with little description but plenty of emphasis. Each bullet point may contain a link to 

 are typically longer in total length than posts with fewer items in the list.
Benefits: If the post contains quality and relevant content, this style of list can entice readers to bookmark the post to use the list as a resource down   

  is somewhat sequential and has a sum total. 
Example: Startup Culture: 23 Insights from the NetFlix Culture Deck – Dharmesh Shah

2. Detailed lists: Each bullet is a complete thought. Because of the emphasis on description, these lists typically carry a lower number of bullets, and the   
 overall post is shorter. 

Benefits: This style of post is excellent at communicating complex information. Detailed lists also can be used for creating lists of people for whom you 
  would like to share brief stories, biographies or even testimonials.

Example: 9 Ways to Use EdgeRank to Rule Your Facebook Experience – Nate Riggs

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/11/help-your-blog-content-pop/
http://www.lowescreativeideas.com/Home.aspx
http://www.lowescreativeideas.com/Home.aspx
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/06/blog-post-lists-for-content-marketing/
http://onstartups.com/tabid/3339/bid/12383/Startup-Culture-23-Insights-From-The-NetFlix-Culture-Deck.aspx?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+onstartups+(OnStartups)&utm_content=Google+Reader
http://www.nateriggs.com/2011/04/29/facebook-edgerank-how-to-use
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3. Hybrid lists: This combines the elements of short and detailed lists, often with descriptive narratives or explanations as paragraphs in between the actual lists. 
Benefits:

  be used to communicate the actual list bullets, but remember to include any links to items you mention in your monologue.
Example: Innovation Blocks – “Taking the NO Out of Business InNOvation” — Mike Brown

Grab Readers Attention from the Get-Go (Create a GREAT Headline)
(With insights from Kelly Reeves)

time planning and creating content, it would be a shame for readers to miss out on your great content because your headline didn’t catch their eye.

To learn more about what makes readers actually click through, Outbrain, a content discovery platform serving content recommendations on top 
publisher sites, looked through data on 150,000 article headlines or titles that were recommended across our platform. The purpose of this research 

eight words performed best. These titles received a 21% higher click-through rate than average.

Pics Get Clicks Outbrain’s data analysis showed readers are attracted to content with images. Thumbnails worked better than 
logos and increased click-through rates by 27%.

contained odd numbers had a 20% higher click-through rate than headlines with even numbers.

Going Deeper A colon or hyphen in the title — indicating a subtitle — performed 9% better than headlines without.

Titles that ended with a question mark had a higher click-through rate than those that ended with exclamation marks or 

twice as many clicks as all other punctuation marks.

promote it and leverage it for maximum impact.

http://brainzooming.com/taking-the-no-out-of-innovation-10-nos-blocking-business-innovation/591/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/author/kelly-reeves/
http://mashable.com/2011/04/07/optimize-content-social/
http://mashable.com/2011/04/07/optimize-content-social/
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PROMOTE AND LEVERAGE FOR 
MAXIMUM CONTENT EXPOSURE
its content for additional content marketing initiatives. Both these activities will ensure that you have a consistent, and widely read, volume of content that 
positions your company as an industry thought leader. To start, let’s cover how to maximize the impact and exposure of your completed post.

Even Great Content Can Go Unnoticed

your post will begin jockeying for search-engine position among the thousands of other web pages related to that same topic. Sure, your post is 

Rather than rely solely on search engines and a handful of subscribers to pump up your 
organic volume, content publishers need to establish syndication connections and plan 
for some targeted promotion to ensure that each piece of content gets noticed by key 
influencers and your ideal customers.

To help you get your content noticed, here are the key tasks you’ll need to complete 
after writing a new blog post.

12 Things to Do After You’ve Written a New Blog Post
Adapted from the original post by Brody Dorland

1. SEO / Keyword Integration

Google 
Adwords’ free keyword suggestion tool. Take note of the most popular search terms 
and variations in phrasing and wording. Go back to your content and try to beef up your 

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/03/blog-post-to-dos/
https://adwords.google.com/o/Targeting/Explorer?__c=1000000000&__u=1000000000&ideaRequestType=KEYWORD_IDEAS
https://adwords.google.com/o/Targeting/Explorer?__c=1000000000&__u=1000000000&ideaRequestType=KEYWORD_IDEAS
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2. Syndication
One of the most powerful and misunderstood mechanisms of a blog is its RSS feed. This really simple syndication method allows you to automatically 
feed your blog’s content to many different places, including many social networking sites.

manually.

Facebook Business Page – In your applications area, search for the “Social RSS” application and get it set up to publish your content to your   
  Facebook page wall automatically.

LinkedIn Personal Profiles

  potential reach could be gigantic.
Plaxo 

  content automatically.
Ning Community Sites 

Other Social Networking Sites – There are many other social sites that allow you to plug in your blog’s RSS feed. Scour your sites for this option.

3. Shorten your post’s URL

Here’s how it works:
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4. Status Updates
While this one may seem pretty obvious, it’s not that simple. Sure, you could just type your blog post’s headline into all of your social site’s status 
boxes, include your shortened link and call it good. But this might not get you the most clicks.

for each community could make a big difference.

online at that moment to see it. To maximize the likelihood of your followers seeing and reading your new post, you may need to send multiple updates 

same post multiple times.

Productivity Tip: There are many tools out there that allow you to set up and schedule your updates to go out anytime in the future (Hootsuite, 

5. Content Teasers on Other Sites
Most social networking sites and online forums allow content promotion as long as it’s valuable, relevant to the community, and not blatant self 

6. Social Bookmarking

digg your content, the more exposure you get and the more opportunity you have for others to link to you or reference your content on their sites.
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7. Seek Out and Comment on Other Blogs with Similar Topics

8. Seek and Assist on Twitter
Genuine assistance is one of the best ways to build a community of loyal Twitter followers. When you post, jump on Twitter and do a search for a phrase like, 
“need help promoting my blog.” Scanning the resulting tweets will probably offer several opportunities to help people who are reaching out for help. Reply to 

9. Email Signature

when a prospect, vendor or client might read a post that sparks a conversation or creates an opportunity.

10. Share Your Blog Post with Target Customers

11. Add your blog post to your next e-newsletter

12. Ask other bloggers to mention your post
Building relationships with other bloggers in your space and asking them to blog about or link to your post can be a great way to expand your reach. Reciprocating 

You went through the checklist, and published your post. Now what? 
Getting one blog post exposed, and read, is a challenge in and of itself. But the “set and forget it” mentality of a post is a dangerous one, as you 
could be leaving some incredible content on the table. Instead, think about ways to use the content from your blog post for other content marketing 
endeavors. This will ensure you’re getting the most out of the time, resources, research and other insights you’ve gathered for your blog.
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Leveraging Your Post for Continued Content Marketing Success
Adapted from the original post by Tom Pisello

What do we mean by “Content leverage”?
Content leverage is using every piece of content in multiple ways to get the highest return on investment from each piece of content. Obviously, 
content is not valuable unless buyers are aware of it and are engaged with the material.  This requires marketers to deliver the content in new, 
interactive ways and channels. Borrowing from Newton’s first law, content in motion will tend to stay in motion and be more effective as a 
result.

Step 1:  Developing content derivatives
An executive writes a compelling blog article based on new research from a survey of customers and prospects. The blog post explains how the research 
findings uncover an important buyer issue, validates the market need for the vendor’s solution, and highlights that solutions exist to address the issues 
identified in the research.

A research-focused post helps in the early stages of the buying cycle to inform buyers that solutions are available to make improvements.  In this 
scenario, marketers can develop content derivatives such as:

1) Research White Paper: The marketing team develops additional content based on the original blog post to create a white paper. However, keep 
in mind that research

2) Infographic: Research and best practices recommend converting content into an infographic to illustrate data that can be quickly understood and 
enhance a call to action.  The elements of an infographic can be weaved into the white paper and other materials to make the data “come to life.”

3) PowerPoint:
executive’s best practice recommendations, which can be uploaded on Slideshare.

4) Live and On-Demand Webinar: The executive leverages the PowerPoint to present a live webinar, which is also recorded for on-demand 
playback.

5) Video and Podcast: videos and podcasts. Creating 
transcripts of each interview can provide additional content leverage.

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/author/tom-pisello/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/05/content-marketing-relevant-to-buyers/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2010/12/infographic-samples/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/03/video-ingredients/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/07/podcasting-101-for-content-marketers/
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To improve the connection and engagement of today’s busy buyers, more marketers are moving beyond traditional options to leverage interactive 
media such as:

1) Microsites: The marketing team develops and publishes a collection of related research and advice to a best practices microsite, providing buyers 
with a single resource to facilitate each step through the buyer’s journey.

2) eBook: The team converts the key white paper content and PowerPoint into a visually compelling eBook, an interactive overview of the research, 
and key points that an executive can quickly read  to understand main concepts and recommendations.

3) Mobile Content / Applications: The team converts the research into content optimized for mobile devices and creates a “Solution Finder” 

4) Multi-media White Papers: The team enhances the white paper presentation with embedded video and podcast recordings, helping buyers feel 
more connected to the executive.

5) Interactive White Papers: Today’s buyers demand content be more relevant and concise. To deliver a personalized white paper, the marketing 
team should consider assembling and customizing the content for each buyer. This content customization can be developed on pivot points, which 
matches content to the buyer’s industry, location, size, role in buying cycles and pain points. The content is put into an interactive software application 

6) Interactive Diagnostic Assessments: Most buyers struggle to understand whether research issues are relevant or applicable to them and 
whether addressing the issues should be priority.  The marketing team may consider a diagnostic assessment to gather and benchmark the 
prospect’s opportunities against industry peers and leaders. This can illustrate to buyers the competitive costs of maintaining the status quo versus the 
competitive advantages of adopting new solutions that can address priority issues.

7) Benefit Calculator: Without a business case, today’s economic-focused buyers are hard pressed to allocate budget and pull the trigger on an 

prospects.

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2010/12/microsite-samples/
http://blog.alinean.com/2011/05/optimize-content-marketing-by.html
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/06/3-reasons-your-white-paper-is-failing/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2010/12/ebook-examples/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/06/mobile-study-and-content-marketing/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/04/content-marketing-assessment/
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Step 2: Putting the Content in Motion
The traditional ways to connect and engage buyers with valuable decision-support content is evolving to incorporate more channels and social sharing.
Traditional channels use promotions, excerpts, and links to the content in order to increase awareness and engage buyers. Some of the traditional 
channels that the marketing team leverages to promote content include:

1.  Website(s): Promote and link to the content from the main company website and microsites, not forgetting to promote the content via portals in 

2.  eNewsletters: Include excerpts and links in regular newsletters as value-added content.

3.  Banner Advertising:

4.  Paid Search: call to action.

5.  Traditional Advertising: Place promotions and links from traditional advertising to the online content.

The one issue with these traditional channels is that they are paid advertisements and have a low trust rating.  However, social content placement is 
often earned and is trusted more than traditional advertising by today’s skeptical buyers.

Using social media-focused channels, marketers connect and engage with influencers and the buyers’ communities via:

1) Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn Posts and Links –
and advice. These posts are liked and forwarded by other members.

2) YouTube & Slideshare Posts:

3) LinkedIn Discussion Groups and Quora: Marketers determine what key questions would be compelling to discussion groups  to attract group 

4) Influencer Links: 

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/02/take-action/
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5) Search Engine Optimization (SEO) – Search engines prioritize links to content that are seen as  timely, relevant and valuable to the 
community. To optimize SEO, marketers still need to be sure that content is tagged properly and contains important keywords.

6) Article Syndication:
promote the article because they feel it will help their readers.

The Bottom Line
When an author develops a blog article or other piece 
of marketing content, it’s key that the marketing team 
leverage the content in multiple ways by creating 
derivatives to put the content in motion. This strategy 
should include creating multiple traditional and new 
interactive media derivatives that engage buyers with 
content through traditional and social channels.

This graphic illustration of a single piece of content 
from a research oriented blog post can be used to 
derive multiple pieces of content to connect and 
engage buyers via multiple channels and facilitate the 
buyer’s journey that can help drive content marketing 
effectiveness.

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2010/08/content-creation-and-promotion-is-more-effective-with-seo/
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MEASURING SUCCESS
So you’ve done all this work, created compelling content, generated great feedback and feel, well, pretty darn good about your blog, right? 

a continued investment, your company is going to need some numbers. Here are some of the most common ways companies can gauge a blog’s 
success (From Heidi Cohen’s “21 Real Blog Metrics Your Company Needs to Track”) 

First, let’s take a look at what your CMO thinks makes a great blog: Note 
that the top indicator is not the type of content, but how engaging that 
content is: i.e. posts that make your audience think, react, and respond. 
Second to that is frequency, making your blog the consistent “go-to” 
place for the latest industry information you cover.

Despite needing to be accountable for other kinds of marketing 
campaigns, CMOs forget to use the techniques they rely on with other 
forms of marketing when it comes to blogs. Why? Surveys show that the 
top metric for measuring the effectiveness of a blog is reader comments.
Of course, comments are a sign of activity and reader engagement. But 
do most CMOs take the time to read a wide array of blogs and comment 
on them? I doubt it–like most of their audience, they probably lurk.

The reality is that like any other marketing strategy, blogs must be 

be directly related to determine whether you’ve achieved these goals.

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/02/blog-metrics/
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To this end, here are 21 blog metrics to assess your success relative to your marketing objectives.

Metric Description Goal

Count visits and unique visitors Where do your visitors come from?
Where specifically do they go on your site?

Which pages and categories attract your readers?
Where do they click to and where do they leave your 
blog? (Hopefully, you’re sending them into specific 
product-related pages on your website.)

Track areas of reader interest and show 
contribution to purchase process.

Time on site What is the average time people spend on the site?
How much time do people spend on specific pages?

Get customers to spend a lot of time  
engaged with your content and brand.

RSS feeds and email lists Measure sign-ups for your RSS fees and email lists 
to determine if the blog is helping you build an online 
following.

Build an audience for your content.

Brand-related metrics This encompasses a broad spectrum of branding met-
rics such as brand recall, favorability, sentiment and 
intent to purchase. This is often tracked via surveys.

 
perception.

Product information metrics This includes a number of targeted promotion codes 
used and click-throughs to purchase or place in cart. 

Increase sales (also expand cross-sell and 
upsell).

Call to action Use a call-to-action and a unique promotional code to 
track results.

Support sales with appropriate content.
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Metric Description Goal

Blog-Related Revenues Track sales related to blog content.
Link to appropriate product pages on your website.
Upsell on post-purchase support pages.

Increase revenue generation.

Search Rankings Is your blog content helping you improve your search 
rankings? Use keywords to create relevant content. optimization expense.

How many sites are linking into your blog? 
How influential are they?

Improve your SEO efforts.

How many outbound links do you have?

Since links are an important element of showing 
what’s important, do you have links to other relevant 
areas of your site?

Support search optimization efforts across 
the organization.

Number of Social Media Shares Count social media shares and note which platforms 
readers use (such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and 
others like StumbleUpon).

Expand reach cost effectively and maximize 
earned media from social shares.

Instead of relying only on text, liven things up with  
entertaining content such as video, audio,  
presentations and e-books.

Distribute content to broader audience and 
enhance your brand. Can also be used to 
provide product information and post-pur-
chase support as well as to expand thought 
leadership.

Post-Purchase Support See how many people download or read instructions  
for using product.

Reduce returns, encourage repeat purchases 
and reduce customer service inquiries.
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Metric Description Goal

Includes number of posts and number of customer 
questions. Answers to these inquiries can be sourced 
from across your organization. Are new questions 
being submitted? Do their comments need further 
clarification?

Reduce customer complaints and customer 
service expense. 

Bear in mind that most visitors will only lurk, take 
in your content and take no further action. It’s 
important to show that you’re responsive to readers 
by responding to customers’ comments. (Note: Often 
bloggers account for half of the comments on any 
given blog post.)

Expand community engagement.

Community engagement Get prospects, customers and the public to share 
commentary, photographs and videos of your product 
in context.

Enhance your content and community 
engagement.

If you’re creating a positioning platform, one effective 
metric of success is how many media companies and 
bloggers link into your blog as a source of information.

Get additional executive exposure.

Number of Posts How much information are you generating? It’s useful 
to have an editorial calendar to keep yourself on track.

Have fresh content on a regular basis.

Blog-related Expenses Track costs for your bloggers, editorial staff, 
technology support, design and other areas that may 
affect your blog.

communications options.

Bear in mind that every blog doesn’t need to track each of these metrics. What’s important is to track the ones that are most important 
to accomplishing the business and marketing goals that your blog aims to achieve.
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APPENDIX
Resources and Tools Library

as a starting point, but we encourage you to bookmark, save, and scour for the latest best practices as often as you can to remain up-to-date with the latest 
blogging tactics. We’ll also continue to update you with the latest and greatest on the CMI blog.

1)   22 WordPress Plugins for Content Marketers (by Brody Dorland)
 Description: 
 blogging world, here are our favorite WordPress plugins for content marketers – plugins that will extend the functionality of your website or blog and 
 expand the reach of your online content.

2)   2 Things a B2B Needs to Know While Blogging
 Description:

3)  10 Must-Have Content Marketing Templates
 Description: One of the things that can help most with content marketing is templates – those step-by-step guides that walk you through how to do   

4)   10 Blogging Tips for Beginners and Experts (by Joe Pulizzi)
 Description: This list is an excellent go-to checklist for marketers, and an easy list to run-through as you’re writing or preparing to publish your post.

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/blog/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/author/brodydorland/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/09/alison-bolen-vide/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/08/content-marketing-templates/
http://blog.junta42.com/2011/02/blogging-tips-beginners-experts/
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Companies Doing Blogging Right (Case Studies)
For examples or inspiration from company doing blogging right, here are some case studies highlighting their own best practices, lessons learned and results. 

! The Hair Book Online (Contributed by Chiqui Cartagena)
Hair Book Online
who know hair best—those that work with it every day.

The blog offers lots of content to help the reader with their hair and fashion needs. It is solely focused on providing readers with valuable and useful 
content. It’s a great way to engage with readers between print issues of the magazine, which is distributed to all Regis Salons.  The blog is well-de-
signed and not clogged with ads.  It is also easy to connect to other channels including Flickr, Facebook and Twitter with Hair Book Online-branded 
identities.

Here’s what marketers can learn from Hair Book Online:

the average visitor clicking through more than four pages per visit.

! The Cleanest Line (Contributed by Lisa Petrilli)
One of our favorite examples of a great B2C Blog is “The Cleanest Line”, the “weblog for the employees, friends and customers of the outdoor clothing com-
pany Patagonia” as stated at 

What’s exceptional about this blog is that it has a clearly-defined mission, vision and strategies laid out for all to see on its “About” page. 

can expect – and look forward to – in every post.

One of the greatest impediments to success for corporate blogs is a lack of clarity around the mission and vision for the blog.  Without a clear vision, there 
can be no alignment of strategies – and thus no alignment with measurable objectives.

http://www.thehairbookonline.com/
http://www.TheCleanestLine.com
http://www.TheCleanestLine.com.
http://www.thecleanestline.com/about.html
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! Project Open Kimono – Series from Velocity Partners  (Contributed by Doug Kessler)
series of posts called Project Open Kimono, and it has been a really effective experiment — and a lot of fun to 

do. Essentially, over the course of ten blog posts (so far), we’ve shared our experiences behind the B2B Marketing Manifesto campaign. We started 

Clients don’t usually want us to share the inside scoop on their campaigns, but we can always talk about our own marketing activities. So this ‘living case 

Want more examples? Check out the 100 Content Marketing Examples guide for additional blogging examples, and more, to help inspire 
you and boost your current initiatives.

! 

LET’S SUM IT ALL UP: 
Here’s An Recap Of Your Blog’s 
Journey To Success

Start

Gather
Ideas Solicit

Feedback

Leverage for Additional
Content Pieces

REPEAT
STEPS 3-10

Gather & Curate More  
Content For Additional Posts

Write! Publish
Share, Share

Share

Edit, Edit, Edit

Get Additional
Insights

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

8
9

10

http://www.velocitypartners.co.uk/2010/12/01/b2b-analytics-and-forms-open-kimono-part-10/?utm_source=guestpost&utm_medium=cmi&utm_campaign=kimono
http://www.velocitypartners.co.uk/2010/12/01/b2b-analytics-and-forms-open-kimono-part-10/?utm_source=guestpost&utm_medium=cmi&utm_campaign=kimono
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Thank you for reading! We hope you found this Ultimate Guide to Blogging a valuable resource, and that you feel 
equipped and ready to conquer this important content marketing initiative. For further information on these examples, 
please contact:

Joe Pulizzi
Content Marketing Institute
joe@contentinstitute.com
216-941-5842

About Content Marketing Institute
The Content Marketing Institute (CMI) teaches marketers how to own their media channels instead of having to rent them through advertising. We do this 
through events like Content Marketing World, media properties like Chief Content Officer magazine, and strategic consulting and research for some of the best 
known brands in the world.
 
CMI content marketing experts Joe Pulizzi and Robert Rose have teamed up to help marketing pros and business owners develop a content marketing plan 
that goes beyond theories, and explains it in a way that can actually be implemented in their new book, Managing Content Marketing: The Real-World Guide for 
Creating Passionate Subscribers to Your Brand. To get more content marketing how-to resources, sign up for CMI blog alerts.
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http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com
http://contentmarketingworld.com
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http://www.managingcontentmarketing.com
http://www.managingcontentmarketing.com
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Chief Content Officer magazine
CCO magazine is the leading print and digital 
magazine dedicated to content marketing strategy 

subscribers.  Sign up here.

Get Content. Get Customers
Called “The Handbook for Content Marketing”, Get 
Content. Get Customers. teaches organizations 
how to use content marketing to deliver relevant, 
valuable and compelling information that 

Amazon.com. 

Managing Content Marketing
The follow-up book to Get Content Get 
Customers, but focuses on how to manage 
and structure content marketing inside the 

content marketing and needs to execute content 
Amazon.com. 

2012 B2B Content Marketing 
Research Report
Here’s the full report on many of the content 
marketing statistics found in this white paper.  
Download the report free today!

Content Marketing Playbook

distribution tactics and over 50 case 
studies from companies doing content 
marketing right.  Download the full 
guide today. 

Content Marketing World
THE premier annual event for content marketing, where thousands of 
content marketers come together in one location from around the world.  
Find out more about CM World today! 

Essential Content Marketing Resources

http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/chief-content-officer/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0071625747/ref=as_li_tf_til?tag=junta42-20&camp=0&creative=0&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0071625747&adid=030HJ4YGGXJX6ENX3SNN
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0983330719/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=junta42-20&linkCode=as2&camp=217145&creative=399373&creativeASIN=0983330719
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/12/2012-b2b-content-marketing-research/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/08/content-marketing-playbook/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/2011/08/content-marketing-playbook/
http://contentmarketingworld.com

